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                    Abstract
An account of assertion along truth-relativistic lines is offered. The main lines of relativism about truth are laid out and the problematic features that assertion acquires in the presence of relative truth are identified. These features are the possibility of coherently formulating norms of assertion and the possibility of grounding a rational practice of assertion upon relative truth. A solution to these problems is provided by formulating norms for making and assessing assertions that employ a suitably relativized truth predicate and a perspectival notion of correctness. Two potential objections to this proposal are addressed.
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                    Notes
	These phenomena include the possibility of faultless disagreements and the distinctive practices of retraction within truth-relativistic areas of discourse. For a discussion of the importance of faultless disagreement in connection with truth relativism, see, e.g., Kölbel (2003), Wright (2006), and MacFarlane (2007). For the importance of linguistic evidence concerning retraction, see MacFarlane (2011). For a criticism of these motivations, see, for example, García-Carpintero (2008).


	We could have used a doubly relativized truth predicate instead, true as used in
                    \(c\)
                    and as assessed from
                    \(c'\), as in MacFarlane (2005). This, however, would have been at most a difference in formulation, not in view.


	This connection between assertion and truth, as well as the more specific idea that assertion is governed by a truth norm, are far from being uncontroversial. Some hold that assertion bears no interesting relation to truth (MacFarlane 2005), and some hold that the norm of assertion is not to be understood in terms of truth, but rather in terms of knowledge ((Williamson 2000, Ch. 11)) or some other goal, such as belief or justified belief. See the essays in Brown and Cappelen (2011) for contemporary views on these issues.


	This would have been so even if we had chosen a doubly relativized truth predicate, true as used in
                    \(c\)
                    and as assessed from
                    \(c'\), as a basis for the semantic clauses. Then (\(\hbox {T}_R\)) and (\(\hbox {C}_R\)) would have become:
	
                        (\(\hbox {T}_R^*\)) At a context \(c, A\) ought to assert \(p\) only if \(p\) is true as used in \(c\) and as assessed from \(c\).

                      
	
                        (\(\hbox {C}_R^*\)) An assertion that \(p\) made by \(A\) at \(c\) is correct, as assessed from a context \(c'\), iff \(p\) is true as used in \(c\) and as assessed from \(c'\).

                      

Note that the relativization to a context of assessment makes a difference only in the latter case.


	This is one way of describing what’s happening in the practice of making and assessing assertions, one that employs the explicitly relativized truth predicate that features in (\(\hbox {T}_R\)) and (\(\hbox {C}_R\)). As we’ll see in the next section, there is a way of describing this same practice in terms of a single aim, albeit a perspectival one: correctness (or accuracy) as a (possibly) unstable feature of our utterances.


	Actually, García-Carpintero considers the case of a promise made by means of a first-person sentence. However, his discussion applies, mutatis mutandis, to the case of assertion.


	Thanks to two anonymous reviewers from Synthese for calling my attention to these important issues.


	To see that (5) may indeed be true, consider a situation in which a speaker, A, makes an assertion with assessment-sensitive correctness conditions, such as that apples are tasty. Let’s stipulate that this assertion is correct with respect to the circumstance of evaluation determined by the context of utterance. By (CS), it will also be correct simpliciter. Now, suppose that B, who occupies a relevantly different context of assessment, deems incorrect A’s assertion that apples are tasty, for the proposition that apples are tasty is false relative to her (B’s) standard of taste. In this situation, (5) will come out true (as assessed from B’s perspective, at least).


	For a similar idea, see Egan et al. (2005).


	The problem is not peculiar to relativism, but it affects nonindexical contextualism as well.


	
MacFarlane (ms) is a draft, and the views laid out there may not end up being MacFarlane’s official views of this issue. Nonetheless, it seems to me that the explication of disagreement in terms of preclusion of joint accuracy is an advance with respect to the earlier attempt to understand disagreement in terms of the Can’t Both Be Accurate clause that features in MacFarlane (2007).


	For the rationale for this way of spelling out this commitment, see MacFarlane (2005).


	
                    Responsibility leads to Withdrawal in the following way: if an agent doesn’t want to be held responsible for the consequences of someone else’s acting or reasoning upon an assertion she made, then she has to disavow that assertion, so as to stop presenting its content as a suitable basis for reasoning and action. Otherwise, she’ll continue to vouch for its content.
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